
Why develop coaching skills in 
your managers?
In today’s volatile environment, good 
relationships hold the workforce together.  

It’s often said that people join organisations 
but leave managers.  

When organisations develop more coach-like, 
engaging managers, they address some of 
today’s fundamental strategic challenges.

Benefits
•    Increased employee engagement 

•    Reduced staff turnover and absenteeism

•    Improved productivity and performance

Coaching and mentoring is often rated as one of 
the most useful interventions by the people being 
developed.  

The term ‘life-changing’ is commonly heard, 
because – often for the first time - people feel 
properly listened to, understood and valued for 
their contribution.

3 ways to build a coaching culture
1.   Managers use coaching skills with their team 

in formal and informal ways.

2.   People coach and mentor across the 
organisation to develop people with 
potential, support new projects and gain 
competitive advantage.

3.   People achieve recognised coaching 
qualifications to deliver formal coaching 
sessions.

The coaching style helps leaders formulate 
and communicate their own vision for 
success, building better trust, rapport, and 
communications.

Coaching also breaks down the silo mentality 
that can pervade complex organisations. 

Manager as 
Coach 
Programme
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About the Forton Group
Founded in 2002, Forton is accredited 
by the International Coach Federation 
(ICF) for professional leadership coach 
development, and manager-as-coach 
training and runs the my360plus online 
assessment tool.



Flexible, modular approach
All Forton programmes blend self-paced 
online learning with in-person or fully-
virtual interactive training and skills 
practice sessions.
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Topics include
•   Performance conversations
•   Appraisal conversations
•   Difficult conversations
•   Everyday conversations
•   Giving and receiving feedback
•   Developmental conversations
“ Manager as Coach” incorporates the latest 
thinking on neuroscience and emotional 
intelligence, and how this can be applied in 
coach-like, leadership conversations.

Sample Content
We offer the Manager as Coach programme 
delivered as four separate modules: 
1.  Coaching Fundamentals Part One
2.  Coaching Fundamentals Part Two
3.  Breakthrough Conversations
4.  Leading with EQ 

Coaching Fundamentals Part One
•   The skills of coaching
•   Applying the skills in the workplace
•   Better everyday communication
•   Giving and receiving feedback

Coaching Fundamentals Part Two
•    The steps of the coaching conversation
•  The challenges: e.g. gremlins, ‘difficult 

conversations’, motivational issues
•  Supporting and encouraging in 

coach-like ways

Breakthrough Conversations
•    The neuroscience of conversations 
•   Listening to connect
•   Building conversations based on trust

Leading and Coaching with EQ 
•  Emotional Intelligence: what it is and how to 

apply it
•  Change and transformation: the people 

elements
o Goleman EQ model
o People-friendly change models
o Coaching tools for
     - Emotional confidence
     - People development
     - Leading through change

Or create your own ‘Manager as Coach’ blended 
programme based on your needs.

Achieve coaching qualifications
Participants in this programme can go 
on to achieve a recognised coaching 
qualification with the International Coach 
Federation (ICF). 

Subject to registration requirements, these 
modules are also recognised as prior 
credits in the Chartered Management 
Institute’s Level 7 Certificate in Leadership, 
Coaching and Mentoring.


